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Midterm Review



Midterm review

Find a category-changing affix that takes verbs as its input and 
delivers nouns as its output. (If it takes in nouns as well as some other 
category, that’s fine, just make sure to note it.) Write down the affix, 
write down the process in bracket notation (like we did in class at 
several points), and write down two examples of the process. Make 
sure the examples are all verb-to-noun examples.
For example, if the affix were –er, you would write:
-er, [[X]V er]N
lead → leader, swim → swimmer
Obviously, do not use -er in your answer to this question!
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Midterm review

Find a category-changing affix that takes nouns as its input and 
delivers verbs as its output. (If it takes in nouns as well as some other 
category, that’s fine, just make sure to note it.) Write down the affix, 
write down the process in bracket notation, and write down two 
examples of the process. Make sure the examples are all noun-to-verb 
examples.
For example, if the affix were –ize, you would write:
-ize, [[X]Y ize]V where Y=N,A
fossil → fossilize, American → Americanize
Of course, do not use -ize in your answer to this question!
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Midterm review

Now, try to use the output words you came up with in (1) as the 
inputs to the process in (2). Are the resulting words well-formed? Are 
they already-existing words? What seems to work about this process, 
and what doesn’t? Write a paragraph analyzing your results.
For example, the resulting words from the above examples would be:
leader → leaderize, swimmer → swimmerize. (When you answer this 
question, you'll put a full paragraph here in response, but I’m just 
showing how to do the output-input process correctly, so I’m not 
writing more.)
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Midterm review

The following are simplified forms of 
several verbs from Kanien'kéha 
(Mohawk), an Iroquoian language. You 
have seen most of this information on 
Quiz #2.

Given the above, how would you write 
“You do not wash” in Kanien'kéha?
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Midterm review

What is the difference between a complex word and a simplex word?5



Midterm review

If an affix can only attach to words of a certain lexical category, then 
that affix has a(n):

a) phonetic constraint
b) semantic constraint
c) output constraint
d) input constraint
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Midterm review

At the two ends of the synthesis scale are isolating languages and 
polysynthetic languages. What's the difference between the two?

a) In a polysynthetic language, morphemes usually express more 
properties than they would in an isolating language.

b) Isolating languages feature a richer morphological system than 
polysynthetic languages.

c) Polysynthetic languages generally have more morphemes per word 
than isolating languages.

d) Polysynthetic languages contain no affixes while isolating languages are 
marked by a preponderance of them.
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Midterm review

[[X]V ]N

The above template illustrates:

a) Conversion (nominalization, specifically)
b) Prefixation (verbalization, specifically)
c) Syncretism
d) Agglutination
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Midterm review

Which of the below examples correctly shows interlinear morphemic 
translation (a.k.a. glossing)?

A

B

C

D
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Midterm review

Morphology can be considered the study of

a) sentence structures.
b) speech sounds.
c) words and word parts.
d) meaning and intention.
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Midterm review

Which of the following words has three morphological constituents?

a) margarine
b) sellers
c) greenhouse
d) barbershop
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Midterm review

A bound morpheme:
  
a) can appear on its own or attached to another morpheme.
b) must appear on its own.
c) is the same thing as an affix.
d) cannot appear on its own.
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Midterm review

New lexemes can be created by:

a) inflection, among other processes.
b) lexicographers, linguists, and nobody else.
c) derivation and inflection only.
d) derivation, among other processes.
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Midterm review

Which of the following does not illustrate concatenative morphology?

a) bird + cage → birdcage
b) dog → dogs
c) anti- + establish + -ment → antiestablishment
d) foot → feet
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Midterm review

Conversion is considered to be derivation because:
  
a) all word-formation is derivational.
b) it creates new lexemes on the basis of ones that already exist.
c) it is a feature found extensively in agglutinative languages.
d) it requires affixation.
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Inflection

• What makes inflection different from derivation?
• Inflection does not create new lexemes, but word forms.
• What’s the difference between a lexeme and a word form?
• A lexeme is a separate entry in your lexicon. A word form is just the 

form a given lexeme takes in a certain grammatical context.

• Dog and cat are two different lexemes.
• Dog, dogs, dog’s are three different word forms of the same lexeme, 

dog.



Inflection

• What are morphosyntactic 
categories?
• e.g. number, case, person, tense
• What are morphosyntactic 

features?
• A particular value for one of 

those categories, e.g. singular or 
plural, nominative or 
accusative, first or second 
person, present or past.

Polish kot ‘cat’



Inflection

• What are some morphosyntactic categories that are found on nouns?
• Number, case, definiteness, gender
•  What are some morphosyntactic features for those categories?
• Number:
• Case:
• Definiteness:
• Gender:
• What are some ways that these features are expressed in other 

languages?

singular plural dual

nominative accusative dative genitive

definite indefinite

male female neuter





Inflection

Polish kot ‘cat’





Practice!

• Group 1: Italian
• Group 2: English
• Group 3: Spanish
• Group 4: German

What morphosyntactic categories do these languages 
mark for their nouns?

What are the morphosyntactic features they mark for 
their nouns?

How do they mark these categories? Do they use 
cumulative exponence?



English inflection

• -s (plural)
• -s (3rd person present tense)
• -’s (possessive or genitive marker)
• -ed (past tense)
• -ing (present progressive)
• -er (comparative)
• -est (superlative)
• -en (past participle)

What lexical classes do 
these affixes work on?

What’re some examples of 
these affixes in use?







For next time:

• Read the remainder of this chapter.
• Complete Quiz #3


